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Role-play as a Heritage Practice is the first book to examine physically performed
role-enactments, such as live-action role-play (LARP), tabletop role-playing
games (TRPG), and hobbyist historical reenactment (RH), from a combined
game studies and heritage studies perspective. Demonstrating that non-digital
role-plays, such as TRPG and LARP, share many features with RH, the book
contends that all three may be considered as heritage practices. Studying these
role-plays as three distinct genres of playful, participatory and performative forms
of engagement with cultural heritage, Mochocki demonstrates how an exploration
of the affordances of each genre can be valuable. Showing that a player’s
engagement with history or heritage material is always multi-layered, the book
clarifies that the layers may be conceptualised simultaneously as types of
heritage authenticity and as types of in-game immersion. It is also made clear
that RH, TRPG and LARP share commonalities with a multitude of other media,
including video games, historical fiction and film. Existing within, and contributing
to, the fiction and non-fiction mediasphere, these role-enactments are shaped by
the same large-scale narratives and discourses that persons, families,
communities, and nations use to build memory and identity. Role-play as a
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Heritage Practice will be of great interest to academics and students engaged in
the study of heritage, memory, nostalgia, role-playing, historical games,
performance, fans and transmedia narratology.
"Many parents work more hours outside of the home and their lives are crowded
with more obligations than ever before; many children spend their evenings and
weekends trying out for all-star teams, traveling to regional and national
tournaments, and eating dinner in the car while being shuttled between activities.
In this vivid ethnography, based on almost 200 interviews with parents, children,
coaches and teachers, Hilary Levey probes the increase in children's
participation in activities outside of the home, structured and monitored by their
parents, when family time is so scarce. As the parental "second shift" continues
to grow, alongside it a second shift for children has emerged--especially among
the middle- and upper-middle classes--which is suffused with competition rather
than mere participation. What motivates these particular parents to get their
children involved in competitive activities? Parents' primary concern is their
children's access to high quality educational credentials--the biggest bottleneck
standing in the way of, or facilitating entry into, membership in the upper-middle
class. Competitive activities, like sports and the arts, are seen as the essential
proving ground that will clear their children's paths to the Ivy League or other
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similar institutions by helping them to develop a competitive habitus. This belief,
motivated both by reality and by perception, and shaped by gender and class,
affects how parents envision their children's futures; it also shapes the structure
of children's daily lives, what the children themselves think about their lives, and
the competitive landscapes of the activities themselves"-Hockey occupies a prominent place in the Canadian cultural lexicon, as
evidenced by the wealth of hockey-centred stories and novels published within
Canada. In this exciting new work, Jason Blake takes readers on a thematic
journey through Canadian hockey literature, examining five common themes nationhood, the hockey dream, violence, national identity, and family - as they
appear in hockey fiction. Blake examines the work of such authors as Mordecai
Richler, David Adams Richards, Paul Quarrington, and Richard B. Wright,
arguing that a study of contemporary hockey fiction exposes a troubled
relationship with the national sport. Rather than the storybook happy ending
common in sports literature of previous generations, Blake finds that today's
fiction portrays hockey as an often-glorified sport that in fact leads to broken lives
and ironic outlooks. The first book to focus exclusively on hockey in print,
Canadian Hockey Literature is an accessible work that challenges popular
perceptions of a much-beloved national pastime.
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T'AI-CHI CHUAN is a Chinese martial art based on consciously aligning with the
unforced balance of Yin and Yang energies that underlies all things. Whether or
not you are interested in martial arts, T'ai-Chi principles of balance can be
applied to any life activity to increase performance, efficiency, health and
enjoyment. T'AI-CHI FOR GENIUSES is a practice companion, not an
instructional training manual. Rather than presuming that the reader is a
"dummy" or "complete idiot," author Gene Burnett asserts that there is an inner
"genius" within everyone. This genius is a wellspring of intuitive knowledge vastly
more intelligent than our conscious minds. Burnett encourages the reader to
listen to this inner genius while he breaks down the often confusing and
mysterious T'ai-Chi training into four levels of work: Bone, Muscle, Energy and
Spirit. Applying these levels of work to solo form training, partner work, weapons
training, and daily life, Burnett shows how you can improve the quality and clarity
of your practice, eventually becoming your own teacher and student.
Why Should You Buy This Book? As you weigh the pros and cons of buying this
book, you are probably asking yourself, "Why should I buy it? What do I hope to
gain from reading it?" The answer might be, "Perhaps I may gain some new
insights into myself, my organization, or on how I can lead others more
effectively. Our hope is that you gain so much more! Through this learning
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experience, we hope you will achieve a positive transformation in your life. Why?
Because transformation is so much greater than simple change. Transformation
is life altering. That's a tall order for a book, but one we know is possible. We
know because we have seen it happen with the many people we have led and
trained. Helping others transform their lives is our mission. We define that
transformation as significant positive change that leads to greater success,
fulfillment and happiness. Yes, change is difficult for most people. Sadly, for most
people, it rarely happens, and when it does, it is usually driven by pain or fear.
Think about it. 62 percent of Americans stay in jobs with bosses they hate until
the pain of staying exceeds the pain of leaving. Most never leave. How tragic.
Fear is the other punishing motivator. If I can't pay my mortgage, I may have to
take on a second job. Or my boss may place me on a performance improvement
plan (also known as a keep your job or else plan). He knows full well that over
half of all action plans result in termination. Or how about the person who quits
smoking after a close friend dies of cancer. Or the person who finally decides to
eat right after their heart attack. This is not the kind of motivation that leads to a
better life and is often too little too late. There is a better way. Significant change
is driven by clarifying what you really want and developing the right mindset and
habits to get there. It is understanding the obstacles to change and how to
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manage them as well as learning how to leverage your strengths and overcome
your weaknesses. It means discovering new more effective ways to interact with
subordinates, colleagues, and management. We are not proposing hypothetical
ideas but teaching proven systems for enhancing personal effectiveness. We will
drill down to the details with clear instruction and exercises. Yes, there is a better
way to live your life. There is a better way to affect significant positive change in
your life as well as those around you. We want nothing less than to support you
as you discover new behaviors and habits that will transform your life. We are
excited about the journey ahead of you and hope you will use this book for years
to come. Our best to you, Roger Corea Michael Keys
Wanneer is het goed dat je een ongelukkige jeugd had? Hoe komt het dat zoveel
dyslectici buitengewoon succesvol zijn? Denk nog eens goed na of je je kind wel
naar de beste school wilt sturen! En waarom zijn de echte toptalenten zo vaak
door diepe dalen gegaan? We weten allemaal dat de underdog soms wint: kijk
maar naar het verhaal van David en Goliath. En we zien het soms zelf gebeuren
maar zien we het goed? In dit boek onthult Malcolm Gladwell de verborgen
regels die bepalen wie er succes heeft. Met inzichten uit psychologie,
geschiedenis, business en politiek is David en Goliath een schitterend
geschreven boek over de onverwachte kracht van het zwakke, kleine en
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onconventionele.
This book compares two major leisure activities – watching sport and engaging
with art. It explores a range of philosophical questions that arise when sport and
art are placed side by side: The works of Shakespeare, Rembrandt and Mozart
have continued to fill playhouses, galleries and concert halls for centuries since
they were created, while our interest in even the most epic sporting contests
fades after just a few years, or even a single season. What explains this
difference? Sporting contests are merely games. So why do sports fans attach
such great importance to whether their team wins or loses? Do sporting contests
have meaning in the way works of art do? Beauty is a central value in art. Is it
important in sport? What role does morality play in sport and art? What value do
sport and art contribute to the world and to the meaning of people’s lives?
Great companies stumble and fall when they lose it. Highfliers crash when a
competitor notices they don't have it. Start-ups shut down if they can't develop it.
"It" is a strategy so powerful and an execution-driven mindset so relentless that
companies use it to gain more than just competitive advantage--they achieve an
industry dominance that is virtually unassailable and that competitors often try to
explain away as unfair. In their "hardball manifesto," authors George Stalk and
Rob Lachenauer of the leading strategy consulting firm The Boston Consulting
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Group show how hardball competitors can build or maintain an enviable
competitive edge by pursuing one or more of the classic "hardball strategies":
unleash massive and overwhelming force, exploit anomalies, devastate profit
sanctuaries, raise competitors' costs, and break compromises. Based on 25
years of experience advising and observing a range of companies, the authors
argue that hardball competitors can gain extreme competitive
advantage--neutralizing, marginalizing, or even destroying competitors--without
violating their contracts with customers or employees and without breaking the
rules. A clear-eyed paean to the timeless strategies that have driven the world's
winning companies, Hardball Strategy redefines and reinterprets the meaning of
competition for a new generation of business players. George Stalk and Rob
Lachenauer are directors of The Boston Consulting Group. Stalk is the author of
Competing Against Time, the classic work on time-based competition.
Traces the development of U.S. military sports and explains how and why the
American armed forces embraced sports as a crucial part of training and
entertainment for the men (and ultimately women) in uniform.
thimblesofplenty is a group of friends who also happen to be business people
and avid readers. We wanted to keep up with the latest business books but found
that time was a factor. So we divided out the work and each of us took a book
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and summarised it for the others. We though it might be a great idea to share
these summaries with you. For a small price and a 3 minute time investment, our
summary gives you some of the wisdom from the book, some food for thought
and hopefully the impetus to make some time to read the whole book!
Explains how companies must pinpoint business strategies to a few critically
important choices, identifying common blunders while outlining simple exercises
and questions that can guide day-to-day and long-term decisions.
The return of a classic book about games and play that illuminates the
relationship between the well-played game and the well-lived life. In The WellPlayed Game, games guru Bernard De Koven explores the interaction of play
and games, offering players—as well as game designers, educators, and
scholars—a guide to how games work. De Koven's classic treatise on how human
beings play together, first published in 1978, investigates many issues newly
resonant in the era of video and computer games, including social gameplay and
player modification. The digital game industry, now moving beyond its emphasis
on graphic techniques to focus on player interaction, has much to learn from The
Well-Played Game. De Koven explains that when players congratulate each
other on a “well-played” game, they are expressing a unique and profound
synthesis that combines the concepts of play (with its associations of playfulness
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and fun) and game (with its associations of rule-following). This, he tells us,
yields a larger concept: the experience and expression of excellence. De
Koven—affectionately and appreciatively hailed by Eric Zimmerman as “our
shaman of play”—explores the experience of a well-played game, how we share
it, and how we can experience it again; issues of cheating, fairness, keeping
score, changing old games (why not change the rules in pursuit of new ways to
play?), and making up new games; playing for keeps; and winning. His book
belongs on the bookshelves of players who want to find a game in which they
can play well, who are looking for others with whom they can play well, and who
have discovered the relationship between the well-played game and the welllived life.
In this one comprehensive volume, by America's leading authority in the field, is
everything anyone, from novice to expert, needs to know to play poker to win.
This is the biggest, most complete, and most authoritative book ever written on
poker—everything there is to know about the Great American Game from the rules
of each variation to the most expert instruction on playing the odds. Albert
Morehead, author of more than 70 books on the rules and procedures of card
games, has taken most of the mystery and even more of the luck out of
winning—“Poker is a game of skill. If you aren’t beating the game, you’re being
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outplayed.” What does count in this game is attitude, judgment, skills, and these
can all be acquired.
A new and updated edition of the picture book about the woman called "The
Jackie Robinson of tennis." Although stars like Serena Williams cite Althea
Gibson as an inspiration, Gibson's story is not well-known to many young people
today. Growing up tough and rebellious in Harlem, Althea took that fighting
attitude and used it to go after her goals of being a tennis champion, and a time
when tennis was a game played mostly by wealthy white people in country clubs
that excluded African Americans. In 1956, she became the first Black American
to win a major championship when she won at The French Open. When she won
the celebrated Wimbledon tournament the following year, Gibson shook hands
with the Queen of England. Not bad for a kid from the streets of Harlem. With
determination and undeniable skill, Althea Gibson become a barrier-breaking,
record-setting, and world-famous sportswoman. This new and updated edition of
this inspirational biography contains recent information on the impact of Gibson's
legacy.
Billy Beane wil met zijn honkbalteam de Major League winnen. Het enige
probleem: zijn budget is minuscuul vergeleken met andere teams. Beane komt
met een origineel plan. Waar anderen strijden om spelers met een hoog
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slaggemiddelde of het aantal binnengeslagen punten, graaft hij dieper in de
statistieken en combineert bijzondere spelers tot een winnend team. Moneyball is
een spannend en waargebeurd verhaal - en Lewis laat zien hoe je met weinig
geld grote successen boekt.
Games are a unique art form. They do not just tell stories, nor are they simply
conceptual art. They are the art form that works in the medium of agency. Game
designers tell us who to be in games and what to care about; they designate the
player's in-game abilities and motivations. In otherwords, designers create
alternate agencies, and players submerge themselves in those agencies. Games
let us explore alternate forms of agency. The fact that we play games
demonstrates something remarkable about the nature of our own agency: we are
capable of incredible fluidity with our ownmotivations and rationality.This volume
presents a new theory of games which insists on games' unique value in human
life. C. Thi Nguyen argues that games are an integral part of how we become
mature, free people. Bridging aesthetics and practical reasoning, he gives an
account of the special motivational structure involved inplaying games. We can
pursue goals, not for their own value, but for the sake of the struggle. Playing
games involves a motivational inversion from normal life, and the fact that we can
engage in this motivational inversion lets us use games to experience forms of
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agency we might never havedeveloped on our own. Games, then, are a special
medium for communication. They are the technology that allows us to write down
and transmit forms of agency. Thus, the body of games forms a "library of
agency" which we can use to help develop our freedom and autonomy.Nguyen
also presents a new theory of the aesthetics of games. Games sculpt our
practical activities, allowing us to experience the beauty of our own actions and
reasoning. They are unlike traditional artworks in that they are designed to sculpt
activities - and to promote their players' aestheticappreciation of their own
activity.
Winning at competitive games requires a results-oriented mindset that many players are simply
not willing to adopt. This book walks players through the entire process: how to choose a game
and learn basic proficiency, how to break through the mental barriers that hold most players
back, and how to handle the issues that top players face. It also includes a complete analysis
of Sun Tzu's book The Art of War and its applications to games of today. These foundational
concepts apply to virtually all competitive games, and even have some application to "real life."
Trade paperback. 142 pages.
Winners don't different things, they do things differently A practical, common-sense guide that
will lead you from ancient wisdom to modern-day thinking, You Can Win will help you to
establish new goals, develop a renewed sense of purpose, and generate fresh and exciting
ideas about yourself and your future. Shiv Khera guarantees, as the title suggests, a lifetime of
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success. The book enables you to translate positive thinking into attitude, ambition and action,
all of which combine to give you the winning edge. This book will help you to: · Build
confidence by mastering the seven steps to positive thinking; · Be successful by turning
weaknesses into strengths; · Gain credibility by doing the right things for the right reasons; ·
Take charge by controlling things instead of letting them control you; · Build trust by developing
mutual respect with the people around you; and · Accomplish more by removing the barriers to
effectiveness.
Are you just playing—or playing to win? Strategy is not complex. But it is hard. It’s hard
because it forces people and organizations to make specific choices about their
future—something that doesn’t happen in most companies. Now two of today’s best-known
business thinkers get to the heart of strategy—explaining what it’s for, how to think about it,
why you need it, and how to get it done. And they use one of the most successful corporate
turnarounds of the past century, which they achieved together, to prove their point. A.G. Lafley,
former CEO of Procter & Gamble, in close partnership with strategic adviser Roger Martin,
doubled P&G’s sales, quadrupled its profits, and increased its market value by more than
$100 billion in just ten years. Now, drawn from their years of experience at P&G and the
Rotman School of Management, where Martin is dean, this book shows how leaders in
organizations of all sizes can guide everyday actions with larger strategic goals built around
the clear, essential elements that determine business success—where to play and how to win.
The result is a playbook for winning. Lafley and Martin have created a set of five essential
strategic choices that, when addressed in an integrated way, will move you ahead of your
competitors. They are: • What is our winning aspiration? • Where will we play? • How will we
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win? • What capabilities must we have in place to win? • What management systems are
required to support our choices? The stories of how P&G repeatedly won by applying this
method to iconic brands such as Olay, Bounty, Gillette, Swiffer, and Febreze clearly illustrate
how deciding on a strategic approach—and then making the right choices to support it—makes
the difference between just playing the game and actually winning.
Al meer dan 25.000 keer gelezen en geluisterd in Nederland en België! Dé internationale sexy
bestsellersensatie vol humor. Hannah Wells heeft een enorme crush op Justin Kohl, de hunk
van het footballteam. Maar hoe kan ze ervoor zorgen dat hij haar eindelijk ziet staan? Garrett
Graham is de populaire aanvoerder van het ijshockeyteam. Maar hij kan ijshockey wel
vergeten als hij niet snel zijn filosofiegemiddelde verbetert met behulp van bijles. Hij laat zijn
oog vallen op de sarcastische brunette die als enige van de klas een goed cijfer heeft gehaald
voor het tentamen dat hij over moet doen. Het enige probleem: zij heeft helemaal geen zin om
hem te helpen. Garrett is echter niet voor één gat te vangen en bedenkt een sluw plan: zij
geeft hem bijles, en hij doet een tijdje alsof hij haar vriendje is. Als Hannah namelijk een paar
keer als zijn date op feestjes wordt gezien, zal ze daarmee ongetwijfeld de aandacht van
Justin trekken. In een vlaag van verstandsverbijstering gaat Hannah akkoord met de deal. Dat
kan niet misgaan... toch? De deal is het eerste deel in de Off Campus-serie van Elle Kennedy,
die zich afspeelt op de fictieve Briar University. Alle delen zijn los van elkaar te lezen. Ook
schreef ze een serie van vier boeken getiteld Briar U.
The Chief Executive Hustler (CEH) is the winners manual for this intense race that we call life.
It is a reference guide for entrepreneurs or anyone else who wants more out of life. It provides
easy answers to difficult questions and gives practical solutions for solving them. The CEHs
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ten principles are based on proven success strategies used by self-made millionaires,
entertainment moguls, independent entrepreneurs, political leaders, relationship experts,
psychologists, educators, and spiritual gurus. They work for everyone, no matter what race,
profession, age, religion, income, or education level! In it you will learn the following: How to
consistently create opportunity, instead of waiting for it. How to position yourself to be
successful in any industry. Dont just hope it happens. Make it happen! If you cant find a way,
then make a way! Success is simple; but it aint easy! Recession Proof! This book will ultimately
open your eyes but most importantly open your mind, and you will learn how to avoid the traps
already set for the population! The chief executive is ultimately the guide to success for us all!
This Book Is Rated R: Real, Relevant, and Refreshing!
When you begin reading this book, you can't put it down. It is easy reading. There are two
kinds of people in this world; those that are saved and those that are unsaved. The book will
be support to the saved and "door opening" for the unsaved. Christ and football are the
common denominators that tie it together. I knew Coach Glover when I played against one of
his Etowah County football teams in 1948 while I attended Woodlawn High School. I think they
beat us 2-0 in a driving rain. Reading about Jim and Jerry's experiences, with being saved, and
having Jerry find out what "grace " is all about is the way it happened in my life. I joined the
church and was baptized when I was eleven years old. I was 23 years old before I understood
that I was saved by "grace" and not by my works. After reading this book, I'm fired up and
ready to go again. Bobby Bowden Head Football Coach Florida State University
Even the best trading system can prove disastrous if the trader doesn't have the ability to stick
to their strategy. Featuring real-life case studies, The Psychology of Trading presents a step-byPage 16/24
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step, goal-oriented approach to trading that emphasizes ways to keep emotions in check,
overcome self-doubt, and focus clearly on a winning strategy.
Packed with time-tested techniques and real-life case studies, this work and life field guide is
based on the famous training program of the same name. Now you can put this powerful
resource to work in your search for fulfillment in your professional and personal life.

Playing To Win is the fourth seductive thrill ride in the Play-By-Play series from
New York Times bestselling author Jaci Burton. Perfect for fans of Lori Foster,
Maya Banks and Jill Shalvis. Someone's going to have to let down their guard...
Football star Cole Riley is notorious for doing as he pleases - on the field and off.
But if he doesn't clean up his act, his career is over - so Cole reluctantly agrees
to work with image makeover consultant Savannah Brooks. He's not used to
being told what to do, especially by some (admittedly hot) southern belle. As for
Savannah, she's not convinced she can transform this cocky (and aggressively
sexy) force of nature. But she's determined to give it her best shot. When the
sparks start to fly, Savannah lays down the ground rules: no personal
complications. But for two people determined to have it all, a hands-off policy can
only last so long before one of them yields. Want more sexy sporting romance?
Don't miss the rest of this steamy series which began with The Perfect Play. And
check out Jaci's gorgeously romantic Hope series beginning with Hope Flames.
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Playing to win means playing dirty… Holly Evans is intelligent, educated and crazy
about sports—so how did she end up prancing about in a miniskirt and teasing her
hair like some broadcasting bimbo? Of course, since she's already iced her
journalistic integrity, Holly might as well indulge in a little fangirl lust for the ripped
captain of Portland's hockey team. Luke Maguire sees right through Holly's
bunny disguise, and he's ready to pull her into the locker room and strip it all off.
Then Holly discovers someone on the team is profiting from a little over/under
betting. Suddenly her lusting for Luke is going head-to-head with her reporting
instincts. And if she's caught offside, there's no telling what the penalty will be…
We kiezen het spel niet. We bepalen de regels niet. Maar we kiezen wel hoe we
spelen. Simon Sinek bereikte miljoenen lezers met zijn bestseller ‘Begin met het
Waarom’, nu is er de langverwachte opvolger ‘Het oneindige spel’. In ‘Het
oneindige spel’ laat Sinek zien dat ondernemen en werken wel een duidelijk
begin hebben, maar geen echt einde: ze vormen een oneindig spel. Anders dan
bij voetbal of schaken, met hun heldere spelregels en duidelijke einde, kun je
nooit van een eindoverwinning spreken; telkens vind je nieuwe uitdagingen op je
pad. De beste leiders spelen instinctief volgens de regels van het oneindige spel.
Ze beseffen dat het niet gaat om de volgende kwartaalcijfers of de volgende
verkiezingsresultaten; het gaat om de volgende generatie. Aan de hand van vele
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voorbeelden laat Sinek zien hoe zij organisaties bouwen die sterker, innovatiever
en inspirerender zijn en waar mensen elkaar en hun leiders vertrouwen. Ze
kunnen iedere storm trotseren en leiden ons de toekomst in.
Wie zoekt naar manieren om de concurrentie voor te blijven, komt al snel op het
terrein van marketing, innovatie of strategie. Je wilt in feite slimmer zijn dan de
rest. Maar ook de concurrentie volgt de ontwikkelingen op de voet, zodat je je
behaalde voorsprong vaak al snel weer kwijt bent. Patrick Lencioni laat in dit
toegankelijke maar diepgravende boek zien dat er een wereld te winnen is door
niet slimmer maar gezonder te worden: wie politieke spelletjes, gebrekkige
communicatie en slecht leiderschap weet uit te wieden, kan alle aanwezige
ervaring, kennis en energie in zijn bedrijf maximaal inzetten. Een gezonde
organisatie weet management, werkvloer en cultuur tot één geheel te smeden en
dat is de enige manier om duurzaam concurrentievoordeel te behalen. Aan de
hand van voorbeelden en tips uit zijn eigen praktijk laat Lencioni zien hoe uw
organisatie gezond kan worden. Zo krijgt ook u de beslissende voorsprong.
Playing to WinHow Strategy Really WorksHarvard Business Press
In the game of life there are no time outs, no overtimes. You only get one chance
to play the game. The question you have to ask yourself is "At what level do I
want to play - do I want to wait on the sidelines of life or do I want to win." This
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book helps you win! It outlines the fourteen "you gottas" that it takes to be
successful in the game of life and business.
Brett Morton wanted to prove the experts were wrong. "Win at roulette?" they
scoffed. "Impossible." You could almost hear them say "Bah! Humbug!" So he set
about learning how to play, observing why people won and lost. Over the past ten
years, he has debated with casino staff, statisticians, mathematicians, friends
and other experts. All bar one were convinced that the casino could not be
beaten – or if it could, then not consistently. But Morton insists the experts are
mistaken, something he has learned through sheer discipline, by keeping it
simple and understanding that winning at roulette is a percentage game. This
book explains in plain language just how easy it is to win or lose at roulette.
Winning occasionally is simple. His aim was to win consistently. Morton, after
watching, playing and listening all over the world, distilled the information,
working out why he too had been losing too often. From that base, Morton
realised that winning every visit is impossible. Each spin of the wheel is a new
and usually random event. Every spin is a fight against the casino's advantages.
It was a challenge – to debunk the theorists, especially those who had never
played. His research and hard work proved he was right: winning consistently is
possible. Morton proved that mathematical theory and clinical statistics, flawless
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in concept, blinker common sense and have no place in determining why people
win and lose in casinos. After all, taking British casinos as a good example, the
odds against the player can be as small as 1.31% - yet the casinos still expect to
win between 20 and 30% from roulette players over a year. Enough said! Despite
the casino's edge and even playing with the American double-zero, roulette
tackled with skill, discipline and experience is a game at which consistent winning
is perfectly possible. But consistent winning does not mean that every casino visit
ends with a celebration. It means winning most of the time and ensuring that
losses on the horrific days are contained and do not destroy all the other good
work. Morton explains the methods used, rates many of the well-known systems
but above all brings a clear and refreshing vision to this tantalising game. The
pundits are wrong! This book unlocks the secrets. It explains how and why you
can Win at Roulette.
When we make claims to each other, we're asserting. But what does it take to
assert well? Do we need to know what we're talking about? This book argues
that we don't. In fact, it argues that in some special contexts, we can lie.
Packed with time-tested techniques and real-life case studies, this guide is based
on the famous training program that has helped participants in hundreds of major
corporations learn how to succeed in today's tough business environment. 40
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color illustrations.
This is the first textbook dedicated to explaining how artificial intelligence (AI)
techniques can be used in and for games. After introductory chapters that explain
the background and key techniques in AI and games, the authors explain how to
use AI to play games, to generate content for games and to model players. The
book will be suitable for undergraduate and graduate courses in games, artificial
intelligence, design, human-computer interaction, and computational intelligence,
and also for self-study by industrial game developers and practitioners. The
authors have developed a website (http://www.gameaibook.org) that
complements the material covered in the book with up-to-date exercises, lecture
slides and reading.
‘. . . being a player from India defines who I am. When I play, it’s for my parents,
my coach, and my country.’ Meet Saina Nehwal—India’s star badminton player
and World Number 4, Padma Shri and Khel Ratna awardee, the girl who brought
laurels to India by winning an Olympic medal at the age of twenty-two. In this
fascinating memoir, she talks about her childhood and growing–up years; her
relationship with the most important people in her life; the ups and downs of her
celebrated career, from district level wins to the Olympics; and the sacrifices
needed to succeed in any sport. She also reveals little-known facts and offers a
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peek into her many avatars—daughter, sister, student, and the regular girl behind
the badminton prodigy. Find out what a typical day in Saina’s life is like—rigorous
training, a strict diet, and no parties or sleepovers. But it’s not all work and no
play; Saina loves to shop, eat ice cream (post wins only), and play games on her
iPad! With candid photographs and badminton tips from the pro herself, this book
showcases the making of a badminton champ—in her own words.
In this era of big media franchises, sports branding has crossed platforms, so that
the sport, its television broadcast, and its replication in an electronic game are
packaged and promoted as part of the same fan experience. Editors Robert Alan
Brookey and Thomas P. Oates trace this development back to the unexpected
success of Atari's Pong in the 1970s, which provoked a flood of sport simulation
games that have had an impact on every sector of the electronic game market.
From golf to football, basketball to step aerobics, electronic sports games are as
familiar in the American household as the televised sporting events they
simulate. This book explores the points of convergence at which gaming and
sports culture merge.
A seductive thrill ride in the Play-By-Play series from the New York Times
bestselling author of The Perfect Play, Jaci Burton. Perfect for fans of Lori Foster,
Maya Banks and Jill Shalvis. Someone's going to have to let down their guard...
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Football star Cole Riley is notorious for doing as he pleases-on the field and off.
He parties hard and fights harder, but if he doesn't clean up his act, his career is
over-so Cole reluctantly agrees to work with image makeover consultant
Savannah Brooks. He's not used to being told what to do, especially by some
(admittedly hot) Southern belle. As for Savannah, she's not convinced she can
transform this cocky (and aggressively sexy) force of nature. But she's
determined to give it her best shot. When the sparks start to fly, Savannah lays
down the ground rules: no personal complications. If she can turn off the tingle
she feels every time Cole gives her a hot stare with his gorgeous baby blues, he
can turn off his desire as well. But for two people determined to have it all, a
hands-off policy can only last so long before one of them yields. Want more sexy
sporting romance? Don't miss the rest of this steamy series which began with
The Perfect Play. And check out Jaci's gorgeously romantic Hope series
beginning with Hope Flames.
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